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im writing this review to say these bars are the best ever made, and ive been trying to find a non
xploder bar that truly is. we workout outside a lot and the first time i used my xploder bars i noticed
a difference in the weight of my repetitions. i keep these bars in my car for use on the way to and

from workouts. i've had a few of the bars (2-4) in my gym and they are the best. they kept my
macros the same and even increase some. i did the chicken little only and they have been

wonderful. i'd give my recommendation of only use free time to other people who are interested in
something new to try out instead of asking for product. i have plenty of bars and don't want to put
them to use or waste them. i had one of the original jammers and then got one of the first xploder

jammers. i love the jammers, because i have a small gym and i can have two people on each of the
machines. i use it to help weight train a lot of the other classes as well. it is the best i have ever

seen, and i think you will be pleased with your purchase. so my daughter is in the us 4th grade and
is on a team that competes against other 8th grade (and some 10th graders) at state competition.
she was leading the team in the hypertrophy class and was doing pretty well with her deadlift. then

she went to a play in which had a fight scene and got really mad. when she got back home she could
barely walk or move and she couldn't lift. she had bruised her calves pretty bad and it has taken her
almost a month to get them to stop hurting. we ordered this product for a high school cheer team.
we are a small team with about 45 girls on it. the cheer coach ordered the basic barbell and then

ordered bars for each girl that needed them. we have had it for about 3 months now and these bars
are amazing. they are the most comfortable bar we have owned. i would recommend them to

anyone. we have heard our friends of other teams are using them as well and they love them. thank
you so much for this wonderful product.
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